NEEDED:
HUMAN LAB RATS

GBL: Call it gamma-butyrolactone, paint stripper, or Liquid E – it’s all the same to The Crazy Chemist. It’s prepared in a lab and gives you an artificial high – but a teaspoon can be all it takes to throw you into a real life coma. Don’t mix it with alcohol if you want to live!

**GBL is now an illegal class C drug (when intended for human ingestion).**

BZP Benzylpiperazine: Made from piperazine, a de-worming agent for farm animals – The Crazy Chemist presses it into a pill and passes it off as ecstasy. It can give you a rush and it can give you seizures. Take your pick.

**BZP and related piperazines are now illegal class C drugs.**

Herbal Smoke: S is for Spice – and Synthetics. Ain’t nothing natural about this concoction. In fact not even The Crazy Chemist himself knows what this does to his subjects – but it could be more harmful than cannabis – he guarantees that!

**Synthetic cannabinoids found in products like ‘Spice’ are now illegal class B drugs.**

TALK TO
PRANK.COM/CHEMIST
OR TEXT YOUR QUESTION TO 82111